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You Deserve The Glory
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbIaeLoAxhs

[Verse]

                B             D#m G#m7
You deserve the glory And the ho--nour
         C#m7
Lord, we lift our hands in worship
      F#7
As we lift your Holy name

                B             D#m G#m7
You deserve the glory And the ho--nour
         C#m7
Lord, we lift our hands in worship
      F#7
As we lift your Holy name

[Chorus]

            B
For you are great
                  G#m7
You do miracle so great
                          C#m7
There is no one else like you
         E                F#
There is no one else like you
            B
For you are great
                  G#m7
You do miracle so great
                          C#m7
There is no one else like you
         E  F#  E    F#   B
There is no one else like you

[Verse]

                B             D#m G#m7
You deserve the glory And the ho--nour
         C#m7
Lord, we lift our hands in worship
      F#7
As we lift your Holy name



                B             D#m G#m7
You deserve the glory And the ho--nour
         C#m7
Lord, we lift our hands in worship
      F#7
As we lift your Holy name

[Chorus]

            B
For you are great
                  G#m7
You do miracle so great
                          C#m7
There is no one else like you
         E                F#
There is no one else like you
            B
For you are great
                  G#m7
You do miracle so great
                          C#m7
There is no one else like you
         E  F#  E    F#   B
There is no one else like you

-------------------

            C
For you are great
                  Am7
You do miracle so great
                          Dm7
There is no one else like you
         F                G
There is no one else like you
            C
For you are great
                  Am7
You do miracle so great
                          Dm7
There is no one else like you
         F                G
There is no one else like you
            C
For you are great
                  Am7
You do miracle so great
                          Dm7
There is no one else like you
         F                G
There is no one else like you



            C
For you are great
                  Am7
You do miracle so great
                          Dm7
There is no one else like you
         F  G   F    G    C
There is no one else like you


